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How is this book?
"This book provides the best answers to the most frequently asked questions in
testing job interviews. It is a unique book that includes all essential information
in one single place covering manual as well as automated testing and builds the
confidence. Jagadesh Munta is an authority in the testing field, and he has
interviewed many candidates at his company. He knows what the hiring
manager/team is exactly looking for, and he has distilled all that knowledge
into this book. If you are preparing for a software testing job interview, then
this is the book that you are looking for!"
-- Satya Dodda
(Senior Software Engineering Director, Oracle America Inc., Santa Clara)

"This book is the reason I was able to become a Test Automation Engineer
without having any background in software. Not only did it help me master
highly technical interviews and get me a high paying job, but it also instilled
principles that have allowed me to excel above my coworkers."
(Systems Integration Automation Engineer, San Jose)
“It is such a wonderful guide and I really liked the way you've covered all the
topics. This book is extremely helpful for people like me and also for those who
are interested in starting a career as a Quality Engineer.”
-- Sindhuri Mutyala
(Software Engineer in Quality, Intuit, Mountain View)
“It will be of real help for interviews.”
(Senior QA Engineer, Santa Clara)
“It is an incredible Hands-on guide and helpful for people like those who are
interested in starting a career as a Quality Engineer/Testing Engineer. Very
beneficial in preparing for the software testing/QA job interviews.”
-- Malik MA.
(QA Manager, Acentia Software Solutions, Hyderabad)
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“This book is very well done and well organized. There are several good books
in the market for Quality Engineering but this book focuses on Quality
Engineering concepts from an interview perspective, and I can say this is
certainly one of the best books around for Quality Engineers looking for a job.
This book is clear, concise and offers much more information. I am confident
this book can serve any person looking for Quality Engineering jobs.”
-- Praveen Morusupalli
(Software Engineering Director, Oracle America Inc., Frisco)

“Reviewed the book, and overall, it looks pretty good. These questions/answers
are truly a bible for anyone entering QA/QE/automation, and you have explained
each very well with good examples.”
(Automation Engineer, San Jose)

“Content is very practical/hands-on, I liked this fact.”
-- Basha Sayed
(Software Development Manager, Oracle America Inc., Redwood City)
“This is a MUST HAVE book for each and every software engineer (DEV or
QA doesn't matter). The knowledge acquired by reading this book is practically
useful in day to day activities of a software engineer. Though there are some
specific chapters relevant to Java/JDBC/Maven etc., this book overall is a great
resource to every software engineer whether or not he works on Java. It covers
most of the methodologies/technologies we use every day. The book is up to
date on present practices (Agile/Scrum/Automation) and also elucidating the
pros and cons of it. In a one liner, this book helps one becoming a great
Software Engineer.”
(Senior Software Developer, Fremont)
“This book provides more help to the people because it is highly informative.”
-- Vijaya Bhaskar Tanamala
(Senior Software Developer, Travelers, Hartford)
“As technology keeps changing, we tend to forget the past. This book is like
one place for all. Well explained with examples from end to end from all
perspectives.”
-- Sreenivasulu Naidu
(Lead Software Developer, Hennepin County)
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“The concepts explained in this book will help developers handle their day to
day job duties effectively. This book is a good starting point reference for the
Software Quality Engineers and Developers.”
-- Sriramulu Lakkaraju
(Software Engineering Director, Oracle America Inc., Santa Clara)

"I had a chance to review a copy of this book, and I think Mr. Munta has put a
broad experience into it. This book is a must read guide for beginners to midlevel experts to prepare themselves for the global market."
– Thirupati Panyala
(Director, VMware, Palo Alto)

"Great attempt to consolidate all the essential and related content for test
automation to help developers and QA engineers. Practically, having
implemented many test frameworks and worked with many test developers, I
can confidently say you will be pleased to have this guide. This book is a go-to
guide if you are looking for where to start and as a quick reference for
experienced. An excellent review guide for those looking for the change of jobs
as well and one stop for all testing phase/process and test automation."
-- Hari Prasad Kuppala
(Senior Software Engineering Manager, Oracle America Inc., Redwood City)
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Preface
My book authoring is one of my dreams since the year 2009, and
especially I was trying to share my accumulated knowledge to the world
of people for their benefit. This book is aimed to help most of the
software professions and especially to Quality Engineering folks who
don’t have much support in terms of books and training compared to
developers. This book should be helpful for anyone to understand the
basic testing concepts, interview preparation in getting a new QA
automation engineer job, or switching from another discipline to
Software testing. If you feel otherwise, please feel free to contact at
jagadesh.munta@everydayon.com
or
swqualityautosurvivalguide@gmail.com so that I can improve and take
care of it as updates and new editions.
The goal is to help you.

Jagadesh Babu Munta
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QA & Java Automation Engineer

Survival Guide

Introduction
The book is about Software Quality & Java automation skills with basic
concepts, self-review and interviews preparation related to the Java
based projects in a practical sense with questions-answers. This book is
targeted mainly at beginners to the software quality and development
engineers. It is also useful for experienced quality engineers to do selfassessment and to be on top of relevant automation skills.
In the software industry, the quality related professional role is called as
QA (Quality Assurance) or QE (Quality Engineering) engineer. In
general, the "Quality Assurance" and "Quality Engineering" roles carry
out the similar effort. The QA is a traditional role originated from
industrial manufacturing assembly where the final product quality tested
by verifying against a checklist, inspected for any damages and finally
put a quality sticker. The similar QA role came to IT Software but
associated with Engineering background. So, QE role makes sense for
Software industry, and it stresses more on the importance of applying the
Engineering principles rather than simply repeating the quality assurance
actions.
The QA role involves the tasks such as understanding of the software
product features & domain knowledge, writing test plans, writing test
specifications, manual execution of tests and interpreting results. Later,
one has to do the development of automated tests, automated execution
and generation of final results summary for release level regression
testing. Note that the QA role need average coding skills, but it takes
more time and energy than in general as expected by many people.
Because, for each product release in the product line, the developed tests
should be continuously executed and verified to make sure no
regressions at any point in time. The Quality Engineering skills have to
be applied all the time during the product development. The quality has
to be measured, assessed and concluded to prove that product is meeting
the customer expectations. Without the engineering principles, quality
testing might be happening and can discover some bugs but it may not
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ensure the proper proof to justify the on the quality and might leave some
gaps. In summary, apply the core engineering principles such as
measuring, making consistency, repeatability and correctness during the
application of testing techniques.
It is difficult to do the above principles merely with the manual approach
because of limitations such as human errors in producing consistent
actions & output, testing coverage with quick, agile product development
cycles and making sure each build is verified for regressions. The
Quality Automation is one of the important things to address this
continuous regression testing. The automation effort needs programming
skills in the same software domain and relevant skills to achieve the high
automation, which saves time and test coverage.
It is hard to survive without having the fundamentals and automation
skills in software development and quality as a QA or dev engineer. Also,
many skills need references to many other books that were not targeted
at QA professions. Now, this book is an attempt to create such survival
guide for QA professional with all relevant skills at one place.
This book should help in making sure that you get the basic core
concepts, working knowledge and in summary as a survival guide for
programming and automation with all required skills. The goal is not to
aim at making you an expert at one skill or entirely on these skills. The
focus is on finding the needed skills and at what level is being used for
80% of the time (80-20 rule) in the Java programming and Quality
engineering profession.
For the Manual QA engineer, this book helps in understanding Quality
concepts, SDLC (Software Development Life Cycle), technical
terminology, etc. Also, this helps in moving the engineer from manual
testing to automation.
This book also helps junior developers working on Java projects in
SDLC, OOPS, Java programming, unit testing and most of the other
skills are in common with automation. Also, it gives understanding some
of the test frameworks and terminologies in the test development.
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One of the key thing to observe is that it is not difficult to learn anything
but to see what is relevant and why to learn. Learn the things most
important to you in the work or life. If someone asserts on what you
know, then it builds more confidence in the current profession or newly
pursuing one.
At a high level, this book starts with the areas such as processes
(SDLC/Quality/OOPS), data (XML/XPath/JSON), code repositories
(SVN/GIT), and operating systems (Unix/Linux). Then enters into
programming (Java&JDBC), and later build frameworks/tools
(ANT/Maven). After that it covers more on unit testing frameworks/tools
(Junit/TestNG) and continuous integration tools (Jenkins/Hudson).
Next, it includes the functional testing of web applications and web
services with frameworks/tools (TestNG/Selenium/SoapUI) covered.
Finally, included samples code (for Java/Selenium) to reference offline,
and hands-on/getting started in the job.
There are about 500+ questions and answers to ease on understanding
the concepts and for review purpose.
The below are 16 core skills covered in this book.
1. Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC): The SDLC is to
understand the core methodology of the software development
process. This process is one of the essential concept for Dev/QA
individual and the teams to collaborate effectively in the
creation of the software products or IT services.
2. Software Quality Concepts: The quality concepts are the
fundamental knowledge on the testing part of SDLC process
that must be possessed by every QA and Dev team for the
delivery of a high-quality software product.
3. OOPS: The majority of the software products development has
been done with Object-oriented languages such as Java, C++,
and other OO high-level languages. OOP concept is very much
essential for any Java/C++ programmer to maintain or develop
new software in Java.
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4. XML: Most of the existing dynamic content, e-commerce sites
and many software configurations have been done using XML
file format. It is essential to understand this universal XML file
format to survive in the Software dev and QA profession.
5. XPath: As long XML is there, the XPath also plays a key role
in performing the navigation, extraction of XML, and
transformation of the content to various other forms
(HTML/text). So better to acquire this skill by developers and
QA professionals.
6. JSON: The JSON file format is a newly evolving and modern
universal file format. JSON format is being used widely in
REST WS, Internet/Web applications, Social sites, etc. Having
hands-on with JSON files is crucial for all developers and QA
automation professionals.
7. SCM/SCCS(SVN/GIT): The source code is one of the major
intellectual property of any software organization. It is essential
to collaborate with the developing teams using a source code
control system such as SVN or GIT. It is important to
understand the SCM concepts and working knowledge on SVN
and recently popular GIT software for both developers and QA
automation engineers.
8. Unix/Linux: In Today's World, most of the enterprise software,
website hosting, and any Internet-hosted software or
applications are on the Linux/Unix platform. Having hands-on
experience with this platform is fundamental for everyone.
9. Java & JDBC: Most of the existing or new, whether small or
larger software projects are still written in Java language. The
Java should be at the heart of every software professional and
thereby essential to have this language to survive in the
software development and QA automation profession.
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10. ANT: The ANT is a build framework. Once it was popular and
still is being used as Java build framework for both product
code and test code in most of bigger software organizations.
Having an understanding and hands-on experience for both
developers and QA is good.
11. Maven: The Maven is a build framework used everywhere in
the recent Java projects. It addresses some of the dependency
resolution problems with Java project build process that was a
burden with ANT. Maven makes the build process simple by
using conventions. Thereby Maven is a significant survival skill
for both developers and QA automation engineers.
12. JUnit: The unit testing should be one of core tasks for any
Software developer. The JUnit is an old but simple and popular
framework for Java projects. This test framework is still being
used in many organizations and lot of IDEs support the
automatic test code generation and execution. Having JUnit
experience is an essential skill for developers.
13. TestNG: The TestNG is one of the common framework used
across the unit testing and functional testing. TestNG is being
used in most of the recent projects and specifically in Selenium
based test projects. Having hands-on with this skill is essential
for both developers and QA automation professionals.
14. Jenkins/Hudson (CI): In the Continuous Integration (CI)
category, Jenkins/Hudson play a vital role with automated jobs
for creating the product builds/bundles and also end-to-end
regression test cycles. The Hudon/Jenkins functionality is
extendable with plugins, and many of the plugins are already
available. It is a widely used tool. Thereby having this skill by
both developers and QA engineers gives a real strength.
15. Web Applications Testing – Selenium: The Selenium is a
browser-based website testing automation framework. Many of
the organizations need this skill to create automated test suites
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going through the browser. This framework acts as a remote to
the browser. The selenium automation hands-on experience is
a must for QA automation engineers.
16. Web Services (SOAP&REST API) Testing and SoapUI: The
Web Services are loosely coupled and distributed technology
that is widely used. The WS are being used in Service Oriented
Architecture (using SOAP-based web services), or with the
Internet resources addressed as RESTful WS or REST API or
REST endpoints. Nowadays, the REST is very popular and is
everywhere. It is essential to understand and test these REST
APIs. This skill is a must for both developers and QA engineers
to survive in the development of current software and IT
services.
Hands-on/Getting started: Once joined the job, many times it will be a
confusion where and how to get started the day-to-day work. This
section helps to understand those basic expectations from your new
company/team and walks through the flow.
Java samples code: Learning by an example is a quick way to learn new
things. The Java sample code helps developers and QA engineers to get
comfortable in Java programming.
Selenium samples code: The Selenium sample code helps QA engineers
in learning the browser-based website test automation using Selenium.
Having examples is a good way to quickly getting into coding.
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How to read this book?
For beginners and junior software engineers, it is recommended to go
from Skill#1 to Skill#16 so that each learned concept or skill would be
used in the following skills.
For senior engineers and leaders, just jump to any skill to review the
concepts. There is no direct link between the skill chapters rather the
previous skills will be used in the later skills.
Overall, these skills review should get you at the level about five years
of experience in the Software quality and Java automation profession.
Finally, this book is an attempt to share and build confidence in you with
core skills of Software quality and Java automation.
All the best for your journey!
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Skill#1. Software Development Life Cycle
(SDLC)
The SDLC is to understand the core methodology of the
software development process. This process is one of the essential
concept for Dev/QA individual and the teams to collaborate
effectively in the creation of the software products or IT services.
1. What is Software?
 The Software or Computer Software is a set of programs and
data that process information and controls underlying
hardware. It includes programs, libraries, and nonexecutable data.
 Some of the examples include the following.
 Operating Systems such as Windows, MacOS, Linux,
Solaris, etc.
 Browser software such as Firefox, Chrome, Internet
Explorer, Safari, etc.
 Office software such as Microsoft Office, Star Office,
etc.
 IDE software such as Eclipse, NetBeans, IntelliJ, etc.
 Any other programs that operate on devices and data.
 The main purpose of software is to have the flexibility to
control a general purpose solution, business solution or
devices such as mobile, desktop or large computers.
 The software is everywhere in the Today’s evolving
technologies. Understanding and gaining of software skills
would help in professional advanced technology careers.
2. What is SDLC? Why do you need such models? What are
different models?
 SDLC stands for Software Development Life Cycle. It is the
process of developing any software. There are many
processes around from a traditional “Waterfall model” to the
latest “Agile” processes. There are many types in Agile
itself such as XP (eXtreme Programming), Scrum, TDD
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(Test Driven Development), etc.
3. How is SDLC related to Testing?
 Testing is the part of the SDLC and understanding it will
help effective testing of a software product. The testing is
the process that comes as verification phase in Waterfall
model and in testing part of agile Scrum.
4. What is Waterfall model? What are different phases
involved?
 The Waterfall model (as the name indicates) is like water
flowing from upper ground to next lower ground where
development (along with information) passes through
different phases as one after the other. It involves five
different phases in an order and goes to next phase only after
completing the prior phase.
 The phases are
i) Inception
ii) Design
iii) Implementation
iv) Verification
v) Maintenance.
 It is hard to inject the customer requirements (either with
new requirements or changes to old requirements) while
development is in progress. It usually takes about six months
to 1-5 years to complete such projects and most of the time
used in old stable/matured projects and also in larger
projects.
5. What is Agile Scrum process? Can you describe at a high
level?
 Agile Scrum is an iterative process of developing software
with the goal of getting incremental intermediate product
delivery. In the agile scrum process, there will be a product
backlog, Sprint backlog and short cycles of the development
process(typically seven days length of a sprint with the goal
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of delivering product in 4-5 weeks) and release. Sprints are
repeated until entire product backlog is completed. Every
release is towards an improvement or finish towards the end
product. Customer requirements can be injected into product
backlog and will be picked up by next sprint (through sprint
backlog). There will be daily stand-up meetings of approx.
15 mins in length on the scrum sync’ up.
6. When does the testing activity gets started in each
development model?
 In the waterfall model, testing is started only in the
verification phase after completing the implementation
phase.
 In the agile model, testing is done in every sprint or scrum
cycle. Testing is started since beginning with the features in
that sprint and work closely with the dev on the completed
features within that sprint.
7. What is meant by standup meetings in the scrum process?
What are the three questions (typically) you need to answer
in Agile Scrum process?
 The following three questions are to be answered and should
be getting ready for the meeting.
i. What have you done since Yesterday?
ii. What are you going to do Today?
iii. What are the blocking issues or stumbling blocks (from
you)?
8. Who is Scrum Master? What is his/her role and
responsibilities?
 The scrum master is like project manager in the agile scrum
software development process. Scrum master handles the
sprint schedule, product backlog, sprint backlog and
conducts the daily standup meetings with all stakeholders.
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9. Are you aware of any Agile tools?
 Rally software is one of the tools (http://www.rallydev.com)
to used for tracking the Agile process.
 Atlassian’s JIRA also being used to track the tasks in a sprint
and have the epics with JIRA dashboards.
 Finally, simple wikis/spreadsheets can also be used as a
tracking tool.
10. What is a sprint? What is a typical duration for a sprint?
 The sprint is the short cycles of software development
lifecycle, and typically it is a weekly or 2 or 3 or 4 weeks
period to code, verify, document a set of user stories or fix
and verify the bugs.
11. What is meant by product backlog?
 The product backlog is the list of tasks and requirements for
a product under development. The backlog gives the full list
of prioritized requirements or tasks for the product at any
given time. If any new or changes in the old requirements,
those will be updated in this product backlog and prioritized.
12. What is a sprint backlog?
 The sprint backlog is the list of prioritized tasks and
requirements to be completed in a particular sprint cycle. It
is a subset of top requirements or tasks picked from the
product backlog.
13. Where do you add the changed requirements? Whether in
a sprint backlog or product backlog?
 The changes in the requirements would be added to the
product backlog and will not be added to the current sprint
backlog. These changes would be picked up in Next sprint
cycle (through sprint backlog) from the product backlog.
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14. Can you change a sprint backlog during a sprint?
 No. Not in the current sprint but the next sprint cycle would
catch up the sprint backlog derived from product backlog
with those changes.
15. What is a use case?
 Use case is the sequence/flow of actions and events
performed by an actor to achieve a business goal. The actor
could be an end-user using the system or the system or
device itself interacting with some other system. There will
be many use cases for a given product under development.
16. What is a user story?
 The user story, the term used in the agile SDLC process and
is a simple description of a software requirement in the end
user’s perspective and his/her business job function. It
should be scoped for an iteration and should provide a
business value or add the value to the overall product once
implemented.
17. What is Test Driven Development(TDD) process?
 The Test-driven development is an agile software
development process under extreme programming
paradigm. In the TDD, the developer first writes an initial,
which is a failed automated unit test as per user story and
repeatedly modified the code until the test passed. I don’t
think TDD is that popular or widely used now.
18. What are the advantages and disadvantages of waterfall
model?
 Waterfall model advantages:
 It can give better project schedule estimation and
planning.
 It provides the re-use of Resources because of
sequential phases.
 Good for large projects with clear planning, design,
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architecture before actual implementation. The team is
not under time pressure (in comparison with Agile) as
there can be sufficient time buffer for planned tasks.
Typical project release duration is higher and is
between 6 months to 1-5 years compared to Agile
monthly project releases.
 Waterfall model disadvantages:
 Customer requirements can't be accommodated in the
middle of the project.
 This takes more time and incurs more cost.
 There is no incremental product delivery. The final
project is available only after the final phase, which is
a longer in duration.
 It is difficult to predict if the project is doomed to
failure until the project completion or out of resources.
19. What are advantages and disadvantages of Agile Scrum
process?
 Scrum process advantages:
 Adapt to the changes where customer requirements
can be honored in the middle of the project
development (that is in the next sprint cycle).
 It helps in doing incremental product delivery.
 It takes less time comparing with waterfall model.
 It gives an early indication of the project status and can
be stopped quickly or can be transformed to a different
project.
 Scrum process disadvantages:
 It can consume more resources because sprint cycles
need to cover all dev/test/doc activities at same time.
 Typically, it is good for shorter projects with less
complex
projects
(where
fewer
alternatives/architectures to be considered).
 It demands high productivity and constant effort be
done by the team and thereby stress or time pressure
felt by the team.
 Also it will have more quick sync’ up meetings.
20. What is the typical team size in different SDLC models?
 A typical number could be viewed as below, and it can very
much be based on the matured SDLC process in the
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organization.
 Waterfall model >10 team size
 Agile model < 10 team size
 Nowadays, more team size projects (like more than 50) also
doing well with Agile Scrum process. It is becoming a defacto process for most of the startups and new development
teams in larger organizations.
 Also, it could be some kind of mixed as waterfall and agile
together in the development process.
21. Which SDLC model suits for rapidly changing
requirements?
 Agile SDLC process (say scrum) is most suitable because
the changes can be uptaken in the next sprint cycle. Thereby
customer requirements can be considered during the product
development time itself rather than waiting till the product
release.
22. Which model suits for incremental product delivery?
 Agile SDLC process (say scrum) because it is an iterative
process contributing to the overall product in each sprint
cycle. Thereby product progress can be seen as sprints in
progress and can be demo-ed or given to the sales and trial
customers before the final release of the product.
23. What is meant by refactoring? Where do you typically do?
 Refactoring is the general software engineering process in
coding and is to make code changes in such a way that it can
improve readability, structure and optimization while
keeping the use case/behavior intact.
 This refactoring process is very typical in the software
programming and also especially in the agile process as it is
iterative because getting the perfect code is not possible with
all optimizations at a time.
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24. What is meant by alpha and beta products? Who are the
consumers? What is the main objective?
 The Alpha product is the very initial product available after
code completion but exists with many bugs (all features
might not work as expected).
 The Beta product is the next milestone product after Alpha
release with more bugs fixed but some bugs can still exist in
the end-user functionality and also still the quality
improvement should be done.
 Few Alpha customers would be selected for Alpha testing,
which is done at the customer site to get the very initial
feedback on the features understanding.
 Few Beta customers would be selected for Beta testing,
which is done at the customer site to get the feedback so that
those can be fixed before the release of the RTM (Release
to Manufacture) product.
 The main objective of these intermediate releases is to make
sure that the customer acceptance is in-line with the product
development and make corrections with their feedback.
25. What is a PRD (Product Requirements Document) or BRD
(Business Requirements Document)? What it contains and
who owns this?
 PRD is the product requirements document with the list of
customer features gathered and the documented by the
product management (PM) team. The PMs interact with
customers on the product requirements and acceptance
criteria later.
 BRD is the Business requirements document, which is
similar to PRD but used in the context of IT projects or
consumer projects (like retail or financial) than Product
research projects.
26. What is a functional specification? What it contains and
who owns this?
 The Functional specification document is a detailed
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requirements analysis document created by the senior
development team for each feature listed in the PRD/BRD.
 This document contains a detailed specification of features
and owned by the Dev team.
27. What is meant by soft code freeze (SCF)? When does it
happen in the SDLC process?
 Soft code freeze or Feature complete is a considerable
milestone that occurs after completing the implementation
of all the features during the development process.
 After SCF, no more features would be added, and instead,
only critical, high and medium bugs would be fixed.
 A separate branch or tagging of source code repository
would be created for this SCF milestone and keep using this
branch until release is completed.
 QA team would continue to test and file bugs as Dev team
continue to fix the bugs (but no new feature).
28. What is meant by hard code freeze (HCF)? When does it
happen in the development process?
 Hard code freeze is a milestone and happens after SCF
milestone when most of the critical/high/medium bugs fixed
and ready for final QA test cycle to find any showstopper
bugs (that can stop the release).
 After HCF, only show stopper (customer impact is very
high) bugs would be fixed.
 Please note that these show stopper bug fixes are allowed
only with product management approvals.
29. What is product release candidate (RC)? What is a release?
 Release Candidate (RC) is the final milestone in the product
release cycle timeline.
 RC is created after HCF is completed and QA would do the
final test cycle before RTM release.
 RC would be released as RTM product when no show
stopper bugs found on this final build.
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 The product release is nothing but bits are ready to handover
for manufacturing (i.e., to cut the CD/DVD) or download
from the internet by the customers.
 For the release bits testing, QA and dev teams would do the
final sanity testing like checking binary sizes,
documentation links, basic installation, downloads check,
etc., so that customers don’t see any basic issues.
30. What is release notes? Who drives this?
 Release notes is a document that is made available to the
customer along with product release where customer is
aware of such as basic version, features summary, critical
known issues with workarounds, documentation references
etc.
 Release notes document is integrated into the product
bundle and also downloadable from the internet. Any
updates in future would be updated in the online
documentation.
 Release Engineering (RE) team drives the release notes but
contributed and reviewed by all the project stakeholders.
31. What is a release criteria? Who sets this up and who has to
follow?
 The Release criteria are the minimum checklist or goals to
be achieved to release the product. This effort is driven by
RE team, and all the project stakeholders would contribute
to making this release to happen.
 Below is a sample release criteria/checklist and can be taken
as a template if none is available.
 Bugs criteria
● No P1, P2, P3 open bugs
 Quality criteria
● 100% feature coverage and test development
● 100% test execution
● 95-100% pass rate
● >90% automation for regressions
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 Stress/Load/Concurrency criteria
● 100 users/sec
 Performance criteria
● Minimum throughput numbers related to the
product.
● Comparison to other competitive products
 Code coverage
● >90% class level
● >50% method level
● >40% instruction/statement level
 Internationalization (I18N) & Localization (L10N)
● Internationalization support
● Specific languages to translate
● NOTE: I18N is short form as there are 18
characters between I and N in the
“InternationalizatioN”. Similarly, L10N is short
form as there are 10 characters between L and N
in the “LocalizatioN”.
 Documentation (books/online)
● Release notes
● User Manuals
○ Installation
Guide, Admin Guide,
Developer Guide, Troubleshooting guide,
etc.
 License and license text
 Support/Maintenance plan
32. What is meant by a release showstopper? When does it
happen?
 The showstopper is a bug that has a visible & high impact
to the customer and must be fixed before the product release.
If the fixes are not possible within the release time, then
corresponding bugs and workarounds should be added to
release notes.
 This kind of bug fixes should go through focused reviews
and approvals to minimize the regressions (if any) in this
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final release of the product.
 The showstopper happens after the HCF and RC milestones
or during the final sprint of the development process.
 The regressions tests should be selected based on the bug
fixes instead of running all the tests because of the need for
quick turnaround time.
33. Who are all project stakeholders? What are those teams?
 In general, below are the Project stakeholders in a product
development organization.
 Product Manager
● Acts as a bridge between product and customers
● Responsible to create PRD (Product Requirement
Document) or BRD (Business Requirement
Document).
 Project Manager/Dev Manager/Dev Director
● Owner of the product execution (who creates and
executes the Project Plan)
● Acts as a driver for successful project release.
 Program Manager
● Co-ordinates with all stakeholders during the
project execution and helps project driver.
● Conducts release meetings
 Architects
● Responsible for performing product architecture
considering the big and strategic goals like
scaling, availability, performance, security,
technology, etc.
● Creates architectural diagrams and documents.
● Work closely with the design/development teams
for making the implementation successful.
 Designers
● Responsible for the product design and work
closely with Architects and developers.
● Creates FSD/FS (Functional Specification
Document)
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● Please note that sometimes Architects can act as
designers or senior developers can be designers.
Developers
● Responsible for implementation (coding) as per
FS.
● Do bug fixes
● Conducts unit testing
QA/QE
● Responsible for Testing ( tasks like write test
code, execute tests, file bugs, create Test Plan and
Test Specification).
● Review
documents
release
notes,
manuals/guides
Doc writers
● Responsible for all sorts of documentation like
user guides/manuals/help content.
Release Engineers (RE)/Devops
● Responsible for doing the integration of modules
and creating the builds.
● The DevOps would host and monitor the stage
and production sites.
Support Engineers/Front-end support (customer
facing)
● This team would triage the customer issue and
pass on to backend support if needed.
Support Engineers/Backend support
● They would triage and fix the customer issues
escalated by front-end support engineers.

34. What is a test cycle at product level?
 A test cycle is the duration of time, where all the test
activities can be completed on a given product binary/build.
 A typical cycle could be varied from 1 week to 4+ weeks.
35. How does the QA team track the weekly status or progress?
 Typically, QA team representative (Director or Manager or
Lead) would prepare the answers to the following questions
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while tracking the status summary.
 How many open bugs and list of these bugs?
 How many blocking bugs (P1)
 How many tests are failing (count and %)? Example:
30% failing
 How much test development is pending? Example:
40% tests
 When will be the test automation is going to be
completed?
 What are the bugs inflow (new bugs came since last
reported time) and outflow (fixed bugs since last
reported time)? (Example: Weekly)
 What are the total number of bugs fixed and bugs
opened? Bugs trend.
 How many bugs yet to be verified?
● Please note that the bugs verification & closing
usually done by the bug filer.
 Get all the answers in a wiki or document and update in the
email for the weekly status report and send to stakeholders.
36. What is Go/No-Go for product release?
 “Go/No-Go” is the decision voting conveyed/sent after their
respective release criteria met by each project stakeholder
participated in the release meeting.
 Once all votes of GO received, then RE would take it as the
GO for release. Any No-Go voting should be discussed and
mitigated or fixed before release.
 Once it is a GO, then it is a celebration time for the entire
project team;)
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← End: Skill#1. Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) ←
Good!
Keep going and never give up!!
Please re-read again for more clarity and feel free to contact for help!!!

→ Start: Skill#2. Software Quality Concepts →
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End of the book preview.
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Do you also think this book can help?
Please buy a full book at any of the below sites.
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in google.com). Visit http://www.everydayon.com/
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1.
2.
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Create Space: https://www.createspace.com/6647429
3. eBay: https://t.co/7EUT8rwl71

Buy Digital:
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5. Apple's iBookstore
(ePub): http://itunes.apple.com/us/book/id1180399694
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